Overchurch Junior School Spanish subject content and long term plan.

Key Stage 2



Year
3

To introduce Spanish. To give an appropriate balance of written and spoken Spanish which will lay
the foundations for further teaching at Key Stage 3.
It will give the children the opportunity to communicate facts, feelings and focus on routine and
everyday matters in Spanish through songs, writing and drawing.

Autumn

Spring

Summer

My name is, colours, numbers
1-12 and months of the year.
How to ask for a classroom item
in Spanish.

Re-visit the vocab learnt in Autumn and
Spring and as Summer holidays
approach, we will research popular
holiday destinations in Spain such as
Madrid, Barcelona and Tenerife.

How to ask for a classroom item in
Spanish. Days of the week. Revisit numbers 1-31, months and
day. Pets. Family.

Re-visit the vocab learnt in Autumn and
Spring.
Research Gaudi (La Sagrada Familia) and
Picasso.

How to ask for a classroom item
in Spanish. Re-visit Year 4
work. Names of vegetables and
fruit. Halloween and Christmas.

Where do you live? What do you
live in? (house, flat etc) Names of
shops. Instructions given in
Spanish in the classroom (open
your books, look at the
whiteboard, listen to the register
etc). Classes in school. Pen,
pencil, rubber etc.

Interesting landmarks in Spain, Nou
Camp, Siam Park in Tenerife and Mt
Teide. Re-visit the vocab learnt in
Autumn and Spring.

Re-visit year 3, 4 and 5 work.
For eg Pets, Vegetables, Birthday
etc (lessons that they will be
taught in High School).

A comparison between England
and Spain. David Beckham to a
Spanish sportsperson of their
choice. Windsor Castle to a
Spanish Landmark. Winston
Churchill to a Spanish politician.
Stonehenge to a Spanish place of
importance.

Getting ready for High school with lessons
such as What time is it? What is the
weather? Instructions you may be given in
high school in Spanish. Countries flags and
their names in Spanish.

Vocabulary – greetings,
goodbye, how are you?
Halloween and Christmas.
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Vocabulary – re-visit Year 3 work
through songs. Numbers 1-31.
When is your birthday? Halloween
and Christmas.

